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OUR STORY
BROAD media is an alternative media source
founded on the principle that no experience
or identity is illegitimate. We aim to embrace
all identities, empower all stories, and engage
people of all beliefs in constructive dialogue
about the topics that really matter. Unlike
mainstream media, BROAD does not censor
or limit the kinds of expression it publishes.
Instead, we seek to bring marginalized voices
from the margins to the front and center of our
media consumption. BROAD is a place where
people of all ages, races, genders, sexualities,
citizenships, abilities, classes, and faiths can
find their experience not only represented, but
celebrated. Join our digital media movement
erasing the margins and placing them inside a
broadened spectrum of published expression.

YOUR STORY
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BROAD media is a community of readers and
contributors who span a BROAD spectrum of
identity and experience. We are proud to be
a platform where YOU can empower yourself
and others by sharing your stories, opinions,
videos, art, and poetry on the topics that really
matter to YOU. Create your content, send it
to mybroadmedia@gmail.com, and get
published.
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Letter from BROAD

You’ve
probably
seen the media’s
depictions of
mental health
treatment facilities
as terrifying,
haunted, unnatural
places to be
viewed with fear
and suspicion...
this issue of
BROAD aims to
dispel some of
these falsehoods,
and start the
conversation
again.
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LETTER
FROM
BROAD
The US Department of Health and Human Services-run
website Mentalhealth.gov states that “mental health includes
our emotional, psychological, and social well-being. It affects
how we think, feel, and act. It also helps determine how we
handle stress, relate to others, and make choices. Mental
health is important at every stage of life, from childhood and
adolescence through adulthood.” Mental health is something
we all should be concerned with, and yet the conversation
doesn’t seem to happen nearly often enough.
This is especially concerning when one in five
American adults experienced some mental health issue in the
year 2014, and one in 25 were living with a serious mental
illness. Children and young adults are also affected, with many
mental health issues first beginning to show symptoms in early
adolescence to early adulthood. If you haven’t experienced
any mental health issues yourself, you almost definitely know
someone who has.
You’ve probably heard someone call a sad movie
“depressing” or say that they’re “so OCD” because they like to
keep their living space extra organized. You’ve probably turned
on the news to hear that another tragic shooting is being
linked to the gunman’s being mentally ill. You’ve probably seen
the media’s depictions of mental health treatment facilities as
terrifying, haunted, unnatural places to be viewed with fear and
suspicion. If so, you’ve seen firsthand examples of the stigmas
and misconceptions surrounding mental illness and those who
struggle with it.
This issue of BROAD aims to dispel some of these
falsehoods, and start the conversation again. For example,
using terminology designed to describe mental health
disorders in any context besides their intended use is not okay.

This language minimizes the suffering of those who really do
live with depression, OCD, and the like, while also perpetuating
the idea that these illnesses are no big deal and the mentally ill
are just exaggerating. As Mentalhealth.gov points out, only 3%
to 5% of all violent acts can be attributed to the mental health
of the perpetrator. Scary as it is, the truth is that most violence
is caused by people who are perfectly sane. And finally, there
is no shame in getting treatment, either in the form of therapy,
medication, or checking into a hospital. These things should
not be feared or scorned. They really help people, and it’s a
shame that so many of the mentally ill lack access to these
resources.
How can we improve the societal discourse on mental
health and wellness, and raise awareness of the legitimacy and
seriousness of mental health conditions? How can we make
sure those who are suffering get the treatment they need? How
can we practice self-love and remain aware of our own health,
mental and otherwise? How can we keep mindful of the ways
mental health intersects with other issues of social justice?
How can we dispel the stigma and shame surrounding mental
health issues? How can we do better?

We hope this magazine begins to explore and answer
some of these complex questions. In this issue, we at BROAD
hope to shed light on the truth about mental health by
sharing the stories of those who have experience living with
mental illness, advice from professionals in the mental health
treatment field, common misconceptions and prejudices we
hold against mental health issues, and resources across the
Internet for getting help and finding information about mental
health. You will find all this and more in this issue. May these
stories and resources and artworks leave you with newfound
knowledge, compassion, understanding, and ultimately, hope.

CEI.I ERICKSON
January Visiting Editor

Visiting Editor

CEILI

ERICKSON
Ceili Erickson is an undergraduate student in her
junior year at Loyola University Chicago, majoring in English
with a concentration in Creative Writing. A lifelong reader and
passionate writer, Ceili has been a part of literary magazines
such as Eastern Illinois’ University’s “The Vehicle”, and written
numerous short stories, poems, and essays. For the past eight
months she has served as Copy Editor for BROAD Magazine,
also contributing a column most months.
She is dedicated to helping BROAD’s diverse array of
contributors to share their voices and their stories, believing
that only by sharing our experiences and listening to each
other’s stories with compassion can we begin to tackle all
the many and varied social injustices in the world. She is
especially honored and pleased to have helped to bring about
this important issue of BROAD, as mental health issues are an
important topic that has touched her life in many ways, and
she hopes this issue will be able to help those with similar
experiences behind them.

CEIILI ERICKSON
Visiting Editor Issue 83
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In the future, Ceili hopes to continue telling stories,
both through editing and publishing work, and through writing
her own short stories and novels. When not working towards
such illustrious goals, she is usually found at home in the
Chicago suburbs, wasting time on the Internet or with her nose
stuck in a good book.

Words Are Useless

SELF-LESS
Hadley Gephart

Article
Mental Health

MINDFUL OR
MINDLESS?

“Sit in such a way that you feel light, relaxed, happy and free. Many of us have so many
anxieties and projects that weigh heavily on us. We carry our past sorrows and anger
and they become a kind of baggage that makes life heavy. Sitting meditation is a way
to practice letting go of the things we carry needlessly. These things are nothing but
obstacles to our happiness. Ease in our sitting and ease in our breathing nourishes
the body and mind.” –Thich Nhat Hanh

Ann E. Kogen, MA, LCSW
annkogen.com
annkogen@yahoo.com
Think about what you have been doing for the past
hour. While engaged in whatever activity you’ve been doing,
where has your mind been? Has it been jumping from
one thought to another, engaged in worrying or regret or
focusing on the task at hand? Has your mind been occupied
with self-judgment or thoughts that you’re not good enough
in some way? Emotional suffering comes in all shapes and
sizes. From worry about the future to anger, guilt, shame or
boredom, the many kinds of thoughts that can occupy our

Mindfulness practices offer many
benefits including helping people
to become more focused... and
alleviate some of the stress that
our minds can create
minds sometimes makes it hard to be human. Mindfulness
practices can be an antidote to some of the anguish we
feel. Mindfulness researchers are finding that the practice of
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sitting awareness meditation can offer a path to well-being
and tools for coping with life’s challenges. Mindfulness
practices offer many benefits including helping people to
become more focused, tolerate feelings better, and alleviate
some of the stress that our minds can create when engaged
with negative thoughts that result in increased fear, anger, or
sadness.
When we examine how we operate in our daily
lives we discover that many of our daily activities are
done mindlessly. It is easy to go on “automatic” as we
move through our days without being really conscious of
how we got from one place to another. If we look at this
mindlessness we can find that our thoughts are turned
either toward the future (“What if this doesn’t work out?”) or
the past (“Why did I say that?”) If we pay attention to how
our mind works, we can see that we are rarely focused on
experiencing the present moment. And the present moment
is really all we have, as an unfolding life is actually just a
series of present moments one after the other. With an
overload of stimulation from our connected, busy world,
worries about the future and regrets about the past, mental
health professionals are seeing a surge of anxiety-related

disorders. While various approaches and medication can
help to address these mental health issues, one of the
simplest, cheapest and healthiest strategies can be working
with one’s own mind with Mindfulness practice.
Lately we are hearing more about the idea of
Mindfulness. But what is it? Mindfulness teacher Dr.
Ronald Siegel, from Harvard Medical School, states that
mindfulness is “Awareness of the present moment, with
acceptance.” The mindfulness idea is to experience the

Mindfulness helps people
increase their capacity to
tolerate difficult emotions while
calming the mind and body.
moment while practicing a non-judgmental stance toward
oneself and others, to allow the moment to be as it is, by
noticing it. Mindfulness helps people increase their capacity
to tolerate difficult emotions while calming the mind
and body. Three aspects of Mindfulness are 1) focused
concentration, 2) informal everyday mindfulness, and 3)
Loving kindness toward oneself and the world.
There are many kinds of meditations. Focused
concentration is the practice of simple breath meditation.
The idea is to sit with eyes closed, focused on the breath.
Because our minds can be so full of ideas, the challenge
is to try to focus just on one thing at a time. Focusing on
the breath allows you to stay with the experience of the
moment rather than being engaged with stressful thoughts
connected to the past or future. Sit comfortably with a
straight spine, eyes closed, and try paying attention to
your breath as it goes in and out of your nostrils. The mind
will be unruly as you start to try meditating! In fact, this
process has been likened to the idea of training a puppy
in that just like a puppy, a person’s mind will inevitably go
off in many directions at once and must gently be brought
back to the object of focus. If this is done for 20 minutes
daily, the effect will be more calmness, mental clarity and
decreased emotional stress. While it may seem daunting
or inconvenient to do this, with practice one will experience
the benefits within a short period of time. The effectiveness
of mindful meditation and focused concentration is dose
dependent, so the more you do it the easier it will become
and the more effective it will be. So, think of your mind
as that sweet puppy that needs to be tamed and trained,
bringing a gentle kindness toward yourself while learning
the process of sitting meditation.
Informal mindfulness practice is the experience of
really “being with” whatever it is you are doing. Stopping to
allow all the senses to experience the moment can increase
your awareness and experience of the moment. If you are
taking a shower, you can be aware of how the water feels
on your skin and the smoothness of the soap on your body.

Being in “this moment” can bring a curiosity and openness
to the moment, what Buddhists call “beginners mind”, like
that of a small curious toddler discovering new things.
There is no reason we cannot reclaim this kind of open
curiosity in the present moment.
Acceptance, non-judgment and Loving Kindness
toward oneself is the third avenue for mindfulness. This
idea embodies the most important concept of relating to
ourselves with compassion and gentleness. While we can
easily fall into the trap of feeling not good enough, this
practice encourages us to be patient, kind and loving toward
our imperfections and attitudes.
Many psychological conditions such as anxiety
or depression share a common element of emotional
avoidance. If the feeling is hard to tolerate we soothe
ourselves by directing our attention onto other things such
as binge watching TV, eating, drinking or drugs to name
a few things. Distraction can be a coping skill, but it can
also be a way to avoid difficult emotions. Mindfulness
practice increases an individual’s capacity to tolerate
challenging emotions rather than find ways to run from
them. This in turn creates a sense of mastery and

Distraction can be a coping skill,
but it can also be a way to avoid
difficult emotions.
grounding. Mindfulness allows us to feel prepared to walk
into emotion rather than avoiding it, and this in turn can
make the experience of emotion less intense. Accepting
and experiencing emotion can help us feel more stable and
grounded. In short, mindfulness offers a path for coping
with our mental and life challenges with more equanimity,
focus and calm.

Quote Corner

andy behrman
Friends and family were convinced I was functioning just fine
because I was efficient, productive and successful - who wouldn't be
working twenty hour days? I had everybody fooled with my illness.

As no one knew
much about my
mental illness, a lot
of people had the
attitude that I had the
capability to
'kick it' and get better
instantly. This was the
most frustrating
attitude for me.
In total, I was diagnosed with depression
by eight psychotherapists and psychiatrists
over a period of thirteen years. Diagnosed
wrong. Absolutely wrong. My accurate
diagnosis was manic depression, or
what we call bipolar disorder today.
The guilt I felt for having a mental illness was horrible. I
prayed for a broken bone that would heal in six weeks.
But that never happened. I was cursed with an illness that
nobody could see and nobody knew much about.
12

There are lots of people
with mental health
disabilities, and that’s
just the way their life is;
it’s not like you see it
in the movies.

Message Me

Are mental health issues
important to talk about?

Yea! We need to end the stigma.

Everyone’s mind is different,
and itd be unfair if we only
cared about the minds that
“work right”, ya know?”
Well duh.

Column Bite-Sized BROAD

MENTAL ILLNESS:

MYTH OR
MEDICINE?
Lauren DeLapa

3

The stigma surrounding mental illness can be blinding.
Preconceived notions and ignorant opinions have been
responsible for tearing down mental illness’ legitimacy for
years, but in 2016, we’re putting a stop to the stigma. Let’s ring
in the new year by debunking these four mental health myths.

1

Myth 1: “It’s all in your head.”
This is not only a HUGE misconception, but really
almost an accusation. Mental illness isn’t a matter of control.
In fact, the condescending nature of this myth is like a
condemnation to someone struggling with mental health
issues, and saying this is belittling their symptoms and causing
many to deny themselves diagnosis and treatment. After all,
you wouldn’t tell someone with a broken arm to “snap out of
it!”, to stop thinking about their fractured limb and put on a
happy face. Mental illness is real, and a reality for many.

2

Myth 2: “You can’t compare mental
illness to physical illness.”
Um, false. Pneumonia vs. Depression: no contest?
It is a new millennium, and yet medicine and our myths
about health get sucked back into the Middle Ages when we
compare, judge, and disregard the serious effects of mental
illness as opposed to physical health problems. Depression, like
pneumonia, has physical symptoms, as well as emotional and
mental symptoms that require treatment, care, and concern.

14

Myth 3. “It’s just a phase.”
Angst. (Roll eyes.) Moodiness. (Roll eyes.) They’ll grow
out of it. Not only must we acknowledge that mental illness is
real, we have to recognize that it can affect ANYONE, no matter
their age. When kids and teens show signs of mental illness, it
can often be disregarded a phase or simply the plight of the
misunderstood teen. This myth is detrimental to today’s young
people and does them a huge disservice, keeping them from
receiving the medical attention they require and cutting off
access to learning tools and treatment options during a crucial
time in their development. Mental illness doesn’t discriminate.
It’s essential to take any claim of mental illness seriously,
regardless of age.

4

Myth 4. “If you have a mental illness,
it’s impossible to live a normal life.”
There’s this idea that mental illness is something
that holds you back, but that’s far from true. The chance is
high some of the people you interact with everyday suffer
from some form of mental illness. That’s the scary part about
depression, anxiety, eating disorders, and other conditions;
they’re often easy to hide. With treatment, sufferers of such
conditions can live full and fulfilling lives despite their illnesses.

BROADside

I ‘m Not
Sorry
Talyah Puri

I’m tired of being the one,
Apologizing,
When I’m the one,
Who collapsed on the ground.
Sorry to validate my own feelings,
Sorry to pick myself back up,
After you kick me down,
Sorry to keep coming back,
To your addiction.
I’m not sorry,
At all,
For making my own choices.
And I’m not sorry at all,
For picking you up,
Dusting you off,
And sending you on your way,
Away from me,
So we could both be free.

Bookmark Here

challenger deep

by neal shusterman
GENRE:YOUNG ADULT FICTION
YEAR PUBLISHED: 2015

First Sentence: “There are two things you know. One:
You were there. Two: You couldn’t have been there.”
Overview:
“Caden Bosch is on a ship that's headed for the deepest
point on Earth: Challenger Deep, the southern part of the
Marianas Trench. Caden Bosch is a brilliant high school
student whose friends are starting to notice his odd
behavior… Caden Bosch is torn.” So reads the publisher’s
synopsis of Challenger Deep, found on GoodReads.com.
Alternating between Caden’s life in a psychiatric hospital
and his delusion that he is a crew member and artist
in residence onboard a ship heading for the Marianas
Trench, the novel places readers inside Caden’s mind,
delivering a powerful and gorgeously written exploration
of the struggle of a teenage boy living with schizophrenia.
Shusterman writes from experience, as his son, Brendan
Shusterman, is living with schizophrenia in real life;
Brendan Shusterman also provides the beautiful, eerie
illustrations included throughout the novel.
BROAD Thumbs Up:
Neal Shusterman depicts mental illness in a way that’s sensitive to the seriousness of Caden’s condition, without
romanticizing or sugarcoating it in any way. In beautiful, subtle, sometimes dreamlike prose, the novel evokes
the often frightening and painful experience of life inside Caden’s mind as he is torn between reality and the
illusions into which his illness entraps him. By so realistically and carefully depicting the experience of living with
serious mental illness, Shusterman’s work dispels the stereotypes and brings awareness to the reality of life for
many people with such often-demonized and ignored conditions. Novels like Shusterman’s are so important
because they document and validate the experiences of those living with mental illness, foster empathy and
understanding of the struggle of mental illness in readers who lack that experience, and remind us all why it is
so important to talk about the way we discuss and think about and treat such conditions. Shusterman honestly
depicts the diagnosis and treatment of such conditions, and the difficulty of people with healthy minds to truly
understand what their mentally ill loved ones may be going through. The novel, which won the National Book
Award for Young People’s Literature, is a dark one at times, with trigger warnings for heavy themes such as
suicide. However, it ultimately delivers a message of hope- that while mental illness is a chronic condition that
may never fully be healed, remissions are possible and there is no reason the mentally ill cannot live full lives in
spite of their conditions.
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Quote Corner

“The only thing you have
for measuring what's real is
your mind . . . so what
happens when your mind
becomes a pathological liar?”

“I know exactly what he means. I had
overheard Poirot talking to my parents.
He was using words like "psychosis" and
"schizophrenic". Words that people feel they
have to whisper, or not repeat at all. The
Mental-Illness-That-Must-Not-Be-Named.”

“…'What could have been' is much more highly regarded
than 'what should have been.' Dead kids are put on pedestals, but mentally ill kids get hidden under the rug.”
“You come to know the pattern of your particular chemical bombardment. The numbness, the lack
of focus, the artificial sense of peace when the meds first hit your system. The growing paranoia and
anxiety as they wane. The worse you feel, the more you can get into the treacherous waters of your
own thoughts. The greater the threat from the inside, the more you long for those waters, as if you've
grown accustomed to the terrible tentacles that seek to draw you into their crushing embrace.”

challenger deep
notable quotes
“So what happens when your universe begins to get off balance,
and you don’t have any experience with bringing it back to center?
All you can do is fight a losing battle, waiting for those walls to
collapse, and your life to become one huge mystery ashtray.”

“And when the abyss looks into you

- and it will - may you look
back unflinching.”

BROADside

Kimani Rose
The things we fear the most have already happened to us.
I’m afraid of having my soul ripped out again.
Not knowing where the North Star is.
Not knowing what time the moon shines her beauty on us.
I’m afraid
Of being thrown back into a void.
Of not knowing who I am anymore.
It’s happened before.
I don’t want it to happen again.

18

Article
Mental Health

DEALING WITH
DEPRESSION

I knew that I couldn't go through this alone. So I told my best friend
what was going on. She noticed that what I was experiencing was very
serious and suggested that I contact our school's wellness center
Anonymous

They say depression is a lifelong struggle. I first
experienced my depression around the time I was 14. I would
isolate myself from everyone and always blamed myself for
anything relatively bad that happened. I felt that life might be
better if I was gone, and began cutting myself. Others started
to notice my behavior and told me I should get help. Eventually,
I realized I couldn't get better on my own. So I went through
therapy.
Now, what I thought therapy was and what it
actually is are two different things. Initially, I thought it was a
psychologist asking you question after question. In actuality,
it is a psychologist asking you a few questions and you talking
most of the time. The key was to really have me dig deep
into my thoughts and realize why I thought them. My type of
therapy was called cognitive behavioral therapy. With this type,
we pin-pointed the exact time and conditions that caused me
to have depressed thoughts. Then, we worked through why
these thoughts were irrational and came up with alternative
thinking processes to prove why these thoughts weren't true.
Eventually, this therapy helped a lot, and I no longer had
depressed thoughts. I thought I would be fine from that point
on. This was not true.

When I was 19, I had a major relapse and began to cut
again. This time, however, it was different. I was living at school
and didn't really have anyone looking out for me constantly,
like I did in high school. However, I knew that I couldn't go
through this alone. So I told my best friend what was going on.
She noticed that what I was experiencing was very serious and
suggested that I contact our school's wellness center to talk to
a professional. I then took her advice and have been talking to
someone there once a week for about an hour.
Through my recent sessions, I realized that I will never
be cured of depression, and that I will have to live with it
through the rest of my life. However, if I continue to treat it by
going to therapy, it makes life worth living again. I can enjoy
time with my friends and family without filling my mind with
those toxic thoughts. Currently, I still have those days where
I just want to sleep through the day and not talk to anyone.
However, I have a support system that is there for me and tries
to reassure me that everything will be alright.

Tell-A-Vision

mental health help
with Kati Morton

Kati Morton is a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist
and YouTuber who makes videos all about mental
health on her channel. This video serves as a brief
introduction to Morton’s channel, which is intended
to be a safe space of community for people who have
been affected by mental illness in their lives, a place
where they can share their stories and find support
and resources for help. Morton’s channel also serves to
educate viewers on the symptoms and classifications
of mental health disorders and how they may be
treated. Morton covers a broad range of conditions
and disorders, such as depression, anxiety, bipolar
disorders, schizophrenia and related disorders, eating
disorders, and more. Also featuring videos about what
to expect from therapy and medication, how to seek
help and support, and Q&A videos where Morton gives

advice on questions asked by the audience. Morton’s
channel is a great resource for those looking to quickly
learn more about the specifics of mental illnesses and
disorders, as well as those looking for support and the
knowledge that they are not alone. It’s so important
that we talk about mental health and foster safe
spaces where we can ask questions about these often
maligned and ignored conditions and how to deal with
them. Kati Morton helps to dispel the stigma and fear
surrounding many mental health issues, and discusses
these issues in a calm, concise manner, providing a safe
and reassuring environment for viewers and making
her channel a useful mental health resource. This writer
has not seen all her videos, but found the ones on
therapy appointments and anxiety-related issues to be
personally useful and reassuring.

WOULD YOU FIND A RESOURCE LIKE
MORTON’S CHANNEL HELPFUL?
WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT TO FOSTER OPEN DISCUSSION
OF MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES, AS MORTON DOES?
20

(ABOVE) “The Remnants of ‘Madness’” / September 2014, Spokane, WA PHOTO CREDIT: Nikki Busch

”MADNESS“

Installed April 2014, Spokane, Washington - INSIDE OUT
During my time living in Spokane, Washington, “Madness”
struck me as one of the most powerful pieces of public
and community-minded art I’d ever experienced. Originally installed as part of the INSIDE OUT Project spearheaded by photographer JR, the piece consists of twenty
portraits pasted to the side of a prominent building on
Main Street. These portraits depict community members
who were either personally or relationally affected by
mental illness. These portraits were left up intentionally and their weathered appearance demonstrates the
lasting impact of mental illness and suicide. According to
INSIDE OUT, “Mental illness can affect all people in varying ways leaving families and communities divided. Our

intention is to demonstrate that anyone can be affected
in this way; your neighbor, brother, mother, friend, the
grocery clerk or bus driver. Any face could be the face of
mental illness to some degree. We want to open the discussion to the community.” This piece was installed seven
months after Isamu “Som” Jordan, a prominent member
of the Spokane art scene, died by suicide. Not only did
this piece serve as a memorial, but it also acted as an
ongoing exercise in therapeutic healing.

Column Punctuation Marks
To Finish a Conversation, First You Have to Start One...

EXCLAMATION POINTS:

ON ANXIETY
AND MENTAL
HEALTH
C.M.E

Anxiety is an exclamation point.
No, in actuality, it is thousands of exclamation points,
screaming through you, making your head spin, fighting for
recognition amid your cloud of worries. It’s never being able
to shut your brain up, always having something slip back in,
even after you’ve scooped out all your messy thoughts and
scrubbed the insides of your skull, bone dry. It is thoughts
whirring through your head, so fast it seems that nothing else
is real. Not even you yourself.
For me, anxiety is crying in the middle of the night.
It’s sitting in the middle of a crowded room, eyes glued to my
phone, mind on high alert, feeling like everyone is judging me,
thinking that I’m weird. It’s eating lunch alone every day, only

anxiety is crying in the middle of
the night. It’s sitting in the middle
of of a crowded room...feeling like
everyone is judging me
taking from the self-serve areas, avoiding the eyes of cafeteria
workers and students alike. Anxiety is letting the call go to
voicemail and dreading calling back. It’s wanting desperately
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to talk to people, but you feel sick to your stomach every time
you try. Anxiety is even now, writing this piece, thinking back
over every little anxious experience I’ve had, and my breath
quickens, and my heart pounds, and the fear and self-loathing
rush in, even though I’m just sitting alone in my room at my
computer and there is nothing that can hurt me here.
Anxiety is when I’m angry, when I’m irritable, when
I snap at you in response to a simple request. Usually, that’s
because there’s something looming over me, some big party
or day trip with friends or family, some big assignment due
in class or a student organization meeting tonight. Inside my
mind are all these exclamation marks, shouting for my attention. You look hideous! No one wants to talk to you! You’re
going to make a mistake and they’ll laugh or they won’t but
they’ll be thinking it! You’re a fool, you’re unwanted, your
opinions are wrong and your facts are biased and your friends
won’t be there! You are no one, you are nothing, you cannot do
this! Listen to me! With every exclamation and every reminder
of the big event that’s coming up, I feel sicker, more exhausted, angrier with myself for being this way. I can’t stand it, any
of it, and you ask me if I have a pencil you can borrow, if I’ve
seen your hair clip, if I got your text, and I snarl at you until you
blanch and walk away. Hey! my anxiety is shouting. Look at
that! They hate you too! What did I tell you?

Anxiety is when I’m working, sending messages to
people looking for submissions to this magazine, politely asking strangers for their paintings and their words, and the entire
time this heavy pinching ache in my chest, this pounding hole
of pain that won’t go away no matter how many deep breaths
I take. It’s watching the phone while the office manager at my
summer job is out, and my heart skipping a beat or twelve
every time it rings. I stumble over the words I speak to whoever’s on the phone, I barely hear their message, because the
wordless exclamation marks are bouncing off my brain. I take
their phone number, grateful that I’m not the one who has to
call them back, and my heart has hardly slowed yet, a knot of
pain in my chest. I draft email after email, typing so fast I don’t
see the words, and that night in bed when the requests are all
out, my heart still hurts, and I take deep breaths and try to clear
my head and hope I don’t have some sort of cardiac disease. I
lie awake, wondering.

therapist, trying medication, finding whatever works for you.
That might not be easy, and it might take a lot of time, but you
are worth the effort. You deserve to feel better, and you can get
there in time.

I tried to write a poem about anxiety once, but it is not
poetic. It’s not beautiful, not a strength, not an excuse. Sometimes I lie awake and worry, do I really even have a mental
illness? Am I not just a coward avoiding life by clinging to a set
of imagined symptoms and the exclamations in my head? This
is anxiety talking, too. It tells me to hate myself. It tells me to
be afraid, always afraid. It tells me that I’m broken, that no one
loves me and I’ll never be okay. It lies.

know that there is no shame in
feeling unwell and trying to help
yourself feel better

I am not my anxiety.
I’m not letting it control me anymore.
I go to social events. I make presentations in class. I
make phone calls and send emails and order food, go to meetings and make plans and talk to my friends. Sometimes it can
be hard for me, but I still do it. I’m just a person, who happens
to experience some social anxiety.
Every week, I talk to a therapist, and she helps me talk
through my troubles and the things that trigger me. At first, I
was afraid to ask for help. I was so afraid of therapy, but the
truth is, once you take that step it only gets easier and easier. It’s difficult to parse through my emotions and irrational
worries, but it is so comforting to have someone to talk to who
will be supportive and helpful and encouraging. Therapy isn’t
scary at all anymore, and through it I have gained coping skills,
ways to manage my worry and stress, ways to break down my
anxious thoughts until I can see how untrue they are. Since
I’ve started going to the wellness center I am calmer and a
little more confident, because I know to remind myself that it
doesn’t matter what anyone else thinks. It doesn’t matter what
anxiety tries to tell me. I’m making progress. I am strong. I am
finding my way. There is no shame in needing help, in choosing
to help myself.
If my anxiety experiences resonate with you, or if
you’re struggling with depression, or any other condition or
collection of symptoms that’s interfering with your ability to
live your life, please know there’s no shame in feeling unwell
and trying to help yourself feel better. There are people in your
life who want to help you, who want to listen. Talk to them.
Know that there is no shame in asking for help, talking to a

When we stigmatize mental illness and the act of
getting help, we are telling real people that they should be
ashamed of feeling unwell, that they should feel bad about
trying to get better. When we tell people who are living with
mental illness that it’s all in their heads, that they should just
get over it already, we are telling them that their experiences
don’t matter. We are telling them that their pain doesn’t matter,
isn’t real enough to merit attention. We need to do better.
When I explain my anxiety symptoms to you, all I want to hear
in return is, “I’m sorry you feel that way. Your feelings are valid.
I’m listening.”

What I have is punctuation, always screaming in my
head- but you don’t see it, because I’m still a person. I’m still
human, I still live this life I have, this life I’ve been given, and I
am not my anxiety. I am not the cage with the open door. I am
the life quivering inside, and bit by bit, I am learning how to
clamber out.
NOTE: I am the same columnist, just with an added initial in my
byline. Thanks for reading!

Screen/Play

The roadwithin
RELEASE DATE: 2015

A different look at adolescent mental health issues, and a
humanizing view of teens suffering from conditions other than
depression. Available on Amazon Video.
Overview:
A teen with severe Tourette Syndrome,
Vincent, is sent to a behavioral facility by his
father after his mother’s death. Once there;
he befriends Marie, a girl recovering from
anorexia, and Alex, a boy with severe OCD,
and the three of them embark on a road trip
to throw Vincent’s mother’s ashes into the
ocean.
BROAD thumbs UP:
When talking about metal health issues,
especially in adolescents, the things most
discussed are stress, depression, and anxiety.
The vast amount of other mental health
classifications are stigmatized and for the
most part, ignored. This movie, though
utilizing a typical boy-meets-friends-andfinds-true-meaning archetype, makes great
points about the ups and downs of these
illnesses people live with every day. It is so
rare that there are versatile views on mental
health in media, and The Road Within shows
more than what is typically shown. There are
happy moments, and sad moments, like in
a normal movie. Showing them through the
lens of mental health, though, allows for the
story to be a little more than typical.
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BROADside

8-9-15
Kimani Rose

I discovered today that you can’t water flowers with vodka.
And the haziness in your head will always clear.
You will return to the place you tried so desperately to leave,
Sinking back into darkness like a stone dropped in the deepest part of an ocean.
Never stopping to breathe,
Or think,
Or feel.
The garden you planted in the center of my soul died in waves of mixed drinks
and sleeplessness,
And the butterflies died from smoke inhalation.
I don’t think I’ll ever be the same.

Column Archives in Action
History, Records, Feminism, and Social Justice

state run mental health institute in Cherokee, Iowa. I worked
mainly on the children’s floor with some additional time spent
on the locked men’s unit.

ON
MENTAL
HEALTH
Nancy Freeman

Archivists are all about history as we’re in the history
business. Archives preserve records that have historical value.
Another aspect of record keeping is the idea of historical
context. No record exists in a vacuum because every piece
of paper, every photo, every whatever an archives keeps is
from a certain time period. And that time period is vital to
understanding the record.
I believe our experiences are the same and stem from
contextual time frames. How we experience the world is firmly
rooted in what is happening around us. Our experiences also
make us who we are.
In this month’s BROAD column, I’m not going to talk
about the Women and Leadership Archives (WLA) collections
or archives in general. Instead, I want to share my various work
and life experiences over the years regarding mental health
issues, particularly in the areas of services to the chronically
mentally ill and insurance coverage for mental health treatment.
I am also going to address the stigma of mental illness. Not
only may you learn a bit of history, you’ll also learn some things
about me because, remember, our experiences make us who
we are.
I graduated from college in 1984 with a bachelor’s
degree in social work. Part of the curriculum involved a 200hour internship. I completed mine in the summer of 1983 at the
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One thing I still remember from the internship over 30
years ago is staff talking about the problems of releasing adults
from the institute into the community, and the lack of services
to support them. Staff directly attributed the lack of federal
government funding to Ronald Reagan. Elected President in
1980, Reagan discarded a proposed law by his predecessor
Jimmy Carter that would have continued funding federal
community mental health centers. This basically eliminated
service for people struggling with mental illness, particularly
those released from state hospitals and prisons.
The vast majority of patients at the Cherokee Mental
Health Institute at that time were chronically mentally ill. With
treatment, the patient became stable and the big problem at
discharge involved an almost total lack of support, as many
were without family or friends. Services such as community
case work, medication monitoring, and social support would
have been not only helpful but vital. In many communities, the
services were just not there or were severely cut back, with
patients left to fend for themselves.
In 1985, I began working with the Iowa Department of
Human Services as a caseworker with abused and neglected
children. After several years, I transferred to the adult mental
health unit, again working mainly with the chronically mentally
ill. This time I experienced the situation firsthand, not as an
intern looking on. I now often found myself frustrated with the
lack of community support services for folks who desperately
needed assistance.
I left the field of social work in 1992. The next big
thing I remember regarding mental health services came in
1996 with the passage of the Mental Health Parity Act (MHPA)
signed into law in September 1996. http://www.healthaffairs.
org/healthpolicybriefs/brief.php?brief_id=112 This landmark
legislation required insurance parity regarding mental health

the Mental Health Parity Act
[required] insurance parity
regarding mental health
treatment: insurance mental
health benefits could be no
lower than any such dollar limit
for medical and surgical benefits.

treatment: insurance mental health benefits could be no lower
than any such dollar limit for medical and surgical benefits.
Those of us of a certain age remember the bad old
days, prior to 1996 when insurance companies did not have
to pay for mental health treatment. When I did social work,
I cannot tell you the number of times clients with health
insurance told me their coverage did not extend to therapy and
they could not afford to pay privately. And I mean therapy that
would have been extremely helpful and in some cases kept the
person from hospitalization.

when I did social work, I cannot
tell you the number of times
clients with health insurance told
me their coverage did not extend
to therapy ...and I mean therapy
that would have been extremely
helpful and in some cases kept
the person from hospitalization.
Over the years since my social work days, I believe
there have been improvements in services for the chronically
mentally ill, and there is now more awareness of the problem.
Of course more services are always needed, particularly at the
community level.
The MHPA (and subsequent legislation to improve
it) is huge as it signaled a shift in thinking: to see mental
health problems as medical issues that can and should be
treated. What has not totally improved, however, is the stigma
associated with such problems. Here is a prime example.
I have a dear friend, Anne, who I’ve known for
over 20 years. Several years ago, she and her husband, Bob,
experienced a year of tremendous stress. Anne started a new
job and Bob’s mother became incapacitated with Alzheimer’s,
and required placement in a facility. Bob’s father broke his hip
and needed to live with them for 6 months to recover. All these
intense life events happened in about 14 months.
Bob became depressed and saw a licensed clinical
psychologist for about six months. He did not need medication
or hospitalization. For health insurance coverage, Bob received
a diagnosis of major depression.

Several years after this year from hell, Bob applied
for long-term care insurance at age 58. He honestly filled out
the application including checking the box indicating he’d
received treatment for a mental illness. As part of the application process, the insurance company looked through his
medical records going back 10 years, including the time he saw
a therapist. The long-term care insurance company denied Bob
coverage due to his (one-time) diagnosis of depression and
several appeals later is standing by that decision.
I assume the insurance company has reasons for their
decision. However, it appears to be penalization for Bob receiving treatment for a problem that is now gone. He has no other
health issues. Bob answered the application questions honestly. Given my background and other experiences with various
types of insurance companies, I’ll confess, I would have thought
seriously of lying.
These experiences regarding mental health issues
deeply affected me. I know I am more attuned than the average
person to services for the chronically mentally ill. I am also often outraged when I see or hear of injustices regarding treating
any type of mental health problems. What makes sense about
not fully funding services and/or penalizing folks for getting
the treatment they need? It’s a rhetorical question and I wish I
had more answers.
When I step back from the personal and look at my experiences through the lens of an archivist, someone who deals
with history, I find myself wondering what the historical landscape will look like in 25 or 50 years regarding mental health.
Will chronically mentally ill folks have what they need? I wonder
how and when stigmas around mental health treatment will
cease. I’m ever the optimist so I believe things will eventually
improve.
The only thing I know for sure is that archives will preserve documents for the future so that the historical record will
show the changes. Perhaps people well into the future will look
back and see this time as the bad old days. We can only hope.

(Not) Buying It

Mcdonald's

"you're not alone"

Overview:
In this
advertisement
posted by
McDonald’s on
various subways
across the nation,
the loneliness of
mental illnesses like
depression or PTSD
is exploited and
falsely assuaged by
the promotion of
the Big Mac,
which “millions”
of people love.

DID MCDONALD’S GO TOO FAR BY USING A GENERIC IMAGE OF
SOMEONE WITH DEPRESSION OR ANOTHER MENTAL ILLNESS TO
ADVERTISE THEIR FOOD?
DOES THE FACT THAT “MILLIONS” OF PEOPLE LOVE THE BIG MAC
TAKE AWAY THE SOLITUDE EXPERIENCED BY MENTAL ILLNESS? IF
NOT, WHAT WAS THE POINT OF MCDONALD’S USING THIS CAPTION
TO PROMOTE THEIR PRODUCT OTHER THAN CASTING A BORDERLINE
OFFENSIVE LIGHT ON MENTAL ILLNESS?
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Quote Corner

Acceptance is usually more a matter of fatigue than anything else.

david foster
wallace

There’s good self-consciousness, and then
there’s toxic, paralyzing, raped-by-psychic-Bedouins self-consciousness.

I’D LIKE TO BE THE SORT OF
PERSON WHO CAN ENJOY
THINGS AT THE TIME, INSTEAD
OF HAVING TO GO BACK IN MY
HEAD AND ENJOY THEM.
The so-called ‘psychotically
depressed’ person who tries to kill
herself doesn’t do so out of quote
‘hopelessness’...and surely not because
death seems suddenly appealing…The
person in whom its invisible agony
reaches a certain unendurable level
will kill herself the same way a trapped
person will eventually jump from the
window of a burning high-rise…And
yet nobody down on the sidewalk…
can understand the jump. Not really.
You’d have to have personally
been trapped and felt flames
to really understand a terror
way beyond falling.

Try to learn to let what
is unfair teach you.
You will become way less
concerned with what other
people think of you when
you realize how seldom
they do.

Lonely people tend, rather, to be lonely
because they decline to bear the psychotic costs
of being around other humans. They are allergic
to people. People affect them too strongly.

I had kind of a midlife crisis at twenty
which probably doesn’t augur well for
my longevity.
The cruel thing with depression is that it’s such a self-centered illness –
Dostoevsky shows that pretty good in his ‘Notes from Underground.’ The
depression is painful, you’re sapped/consumed by yourself; the worse the
depression, the more you just think about yourself and the stranger and
how repellent you appear to others.

If you can think of times in your life that you’ve treated people with extraordinary decency and love,
and pure uninterested concern, just because they were valuable as human beings. The ability to do
that with ourselves. To treat ourselves the way we would treat a really good, precious friend. Or a
tiny child of ours that we absolutely love more than life itself. And I think it’s probably possible to
achieve that. I think part of the job we’re here for is to learn how to do it.

Article
Mental Health

THE
GASLIGHTING
CONUNDRUM
A Piece by Lubna Baig
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Last month, BROAD published my story, a story of a
hearing impaired single-mother of a 4-year-old who survived
physical abuse and disability bias at the hands of her exhusband and in-laws. Like a phoenix, rising from the ashes, she
came out stronger and unscathed.
Today I continue my story in the hope that it will help
others who have been in my situation.
On September 14, 2012; my ex-husband and his
mother told me that I was 3 months pregnant. Only, I wasn’t
really pregnant, as I would realize later; a phenomenon known
as Gaslighting.
Gaslighting is when you make someone think
something happened when it didn’t, or that something did
not happen when it did. It has become the most used, most
atrocious, and most malignant form of psychological abuse
today. The sole intent of the abuser is to inflict mental trauma
on the victims by making them doubt their feelings, insights,
perceptions, and even their own sanity.
It is most often used by spouses as a means to drive
their partners out of their lives, especially if said partners
have a lot of wealth to their name. I have heard stories of men
marrying women for their money and then trying to drive
them into confusion and paranoia by gaslighting in an attempt
to grab their property and wealth. There was this investment
banker right here in the US who created a leak in the toilet bulb
seal so there was a slow leak. This would then make the toilet
flush itself. His wife would get scared. She started thinking a
supernatural entity was flushing the toilet and revealed her
fears to the husband. He told her the toilet was not flushing
and that she was imagining things. Naturally.
The poor woman later had to be hospitalized and
treated for a mental condition that resulted from the cruel,
manipulative, gaslighting techniques on her husband’s part.
I hailed from a rich, upper-class, renowned family
in Hyderabad. Apart from familial wealth and real estate, I
have some of my own individual properties willed by my late
Grandmother to my name. The land that I have in India is worth
crores of rupees/millions of dollars and the house built on that
land rakes in thousands of dollars/lakhs of rupees on a monthly
basis when it’s rented out.
So when my grandmother’s will came through, my
ex started gaslighting me along with his verbal and physical
abuse.
That investment banker was better. At least he just
resorted to creating leaks in toilet bulb seals. Had I been in his
wife’s place, I would have figured out within 2 seconds that
there was no sentient being, just a human being intentionally
creating leaks in the toilet seal and trying to fool people into
toilet voodoo paranoia.
But my ex-husband sunk to an all-time low. He was the
mayor of all gas-lighting techniques ever conducted in history.

When they (my ex and his mom), first told me I was pregnant, I
was confused. We had gone to the doctor because I had missed
my periods for over three months. But I felt no nausea, no
vomiting, and no morning sickness at all like I did when I first
got pregnant with my son. The confusion was soon replaced
with happiness and elation. I started romanticizing the idea
of having a baby girl. One son, one daughter. My family would
be complete. Being a notorious romantic, I planned to name
my baby girl, Renesmee Alia Ali. My married name was Ali back
then. And I was a big fan of Twilight. I loved my ex despite the
physical, verbal, and mental abuse that he inflicted on me and
I thought naming the baby Renesmee was akin to symbolizing
the love that I had for him. Because in Twilight, Bella names
the baby girl Renesmee, combining the names of both their
mothers, thus cementing her love for Edward.

when they (my ex and his mom),
first told me I was pregnant, I was
confused...I felt no nausea,
no vomiting, and no morning
sickness at all like I did
when I first got pregnant
But the pregnancy was not to be. Because my
ex gaslighted me with fake, doctored pregnancy reports.
Renesmee didn’t exist in my womb. The fetus was fake. The
doctor was a quack bribed to fake said reports.
We later found out that he did this so that I would
return to the US. Being an American citizen myself, it was vital
for my kids to get their citizenship too and I wanted this to
happen in an easier manner without waiting in the dusty bylanes of the U.S. Embassy in Hyderabad armed with a newborn.
So for deliveries, it was a decided matter that I would go to the
U.S. and give birth to kids there. My ex’s plan was – send me to
America, threaten to remarry and bring in a second wife in case
I don’t transfer all my properties to his name. And if I didn’t do
so, label me insane stating that the pregnancy was fake and I
was imagining things and then divorce me.

Fortunately, the good lord above helped us. He sent
forth a good and intelligent cousin who helped us realize what
my ex was trying to do before it was too late. He and his wife
had been married for over 10 years with about 3 kids and were
well-versed with matters pertaining to pregnancy and prenatal
health. My mom immediately took the next flight to India
and got me out of this potentially dangerous/psychologically
scarring situation.
My god, my ex was seriously the clichéd Muslim man
trying to bring a bad name to otherwise good Muslim men.
Men like my ex have made a mockery of the pious religion of
Islam. Granted, our Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)
took in other wives. But people don’t seem to understand that
he saved girls/widows/orphans from a lifetime of poverty and
destitution and gave them a name and social standing in the
society.
When gaslighting happens, you don’t even know
it. For all intents and purposes, it’s pure manipulation. It’s so
subtle and so subversive. When you do realize/ wake up to
reality, it’s one of the most awful feelings in the world. My ex
sure did twist my reality to a whole new extent.
How did he do it anyway? Did he mix something in my
food? Meds to stop my periods? This was something both my
mother and the doctors wondered alike. As it is, I never really
felt pregnant despite the stagnant menstrual flow.
Planning names, preparing a diaper bag, ordering a
new crib/car seat/strollers; I must have looked a like a complete
idiot in front of all and sundry. It was really the worst feeling in
the world, realizing you weren’t pregnant at all. Even Ashton
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Kutcher would admit punking someone like this isn’t cool.
To be fair, gaslighting is not limited to romantic
partners and their family members; your own flesh and blood
relatives can attempt to do the same.
At this point, at the risk of not sounding boring, I
would like to narrate what happened further in terms of
creative non-fiction. My story takes a fabled turn and though
true, becomes very much like Snow White’s. But it isn’t a clichéd
fairytale with the clichéd kisses from a one true love and
dwarves and happily-ever-afters. Instead, my story unfolds like
a Bildungsroman as I transform into an emotionally stronger
and tougher woman through an agent of change. In my case,
the agent of change was one huntsman that I stumbled across.
Like I stated above, even your own blood relatives can
attempt to gaslight you. In my story, I am Snow White, and not
one, but 4 evil queens and 2 royal guards attempted to gaslight
me. Yes, gaslighting in my life didn’t stop with my ex and his
family. My own relatives attempted to manipulate me in the
game they so flippantly referred to as life.
In the fabled version of Snow White, the evil queen,
jealous of her beauty, hires a huntsman to off her. Taken by
her beauty- hair as black as ebony, lips as red as a rose, skin as
white as snow- the huntsman decides to protect her from the
evil queen instead. Snow White doesn’t end up marrying the
huntsman. She marries a prince of another kingdom. But I liked
the concept of a big macho guy having a stable understanding
of good and evil. I liked the fact that the huntsman understood
the naivety of that beautiful little princess. He understood her
beauty. And so, he decided to protect her from the envious

and homicidal evil queen. Snow White is my favorite Disney
fairytale.
Because I am hearing impaired, my uncles and aunts
decided to set me up with some guy. They made a big show
of how he was a green-card holder, loaded, and operating his
own business. And how he towers high like a skyscraper. And
how accomplished he was at such a young age of 26. And what
a great educational background he had. And how he was a
Greek Adonis when it came to looks. In reality, nothing was true.
He was excruciatingly short, illiterate, and couldn’t even form
two sentences in English. He was 36, not 26. He hailed from
a small village in India. He wasn’t even from my city, which is
Hyderabad. He had spent all his life in the rural backwaters of
India and never so much as set foot even in even the downtown of his district. He didn’t have two cents to support his
own family, let alone operate a business. Don’t even get me
started on looks. Suffice to say, my so-called relatives will have
to suffer the wrath of the mighty Greek God Zeus for comparing that guy’s looks with that of the Greeks.
Whoa! Déjà vu!
Some people are really taking their confidence pills,
hmm? Openly, and blatantly playing with already fragile lives
like that!
What pains me are the lies. Why lie? It was as if I was a
burden to them or something. Instead of emotionally blackmailing, kinda forcing, and gaslighting me into marrying that
guy, it would have been much, much better if they just sold me
off to a brothel.
Thankfully, I am not married to that guy. Once again, I
had my parents’ support. Later, we found out that he agreed to
the marriage solely to get a Green Card.
My life is increasingly becoming a morality tale stiff
with Schadenfreude. Snow White’s beginning to look a lot like a
defective troll, locked away in the tower.
Haven’t they thought about the effect all this would
have on my psyche? My ex-husband and in-laws were outsiders.
But these people are my own flesh and blood; my mother’s sisters and brothers to be precise. How could they do something
like this? Catfishing me into marrying someone?
After this ordeal, I can no longer bear to hear anyone
call me “Lubbs,” because that weird guy tried to call me that. I
can’t call my own mother “mom” without vomit stirring up in
my mouth because he attempted to do the same (to woo me,
apparently). I also double-check a guy’s height before considering dating them. Short people scare me now.
Bottom line, gaslighting someone isn’t funny.
My parents are not to be blamed for this. My dad is a
simple, quiet man. He is not a talker. He pretty much keeps to
himself. A type 1 diabetic, he is sick most days. And he couldn’t
understand how to cope with my divorce and the resultant
issues. My mother, on the other hand, is an over-worked, ha-

rangued restaurateur with little to no time to ponder over stuff.
Taking a shower itself is a big deal for her. But she is astonishingly strong and much more worldly-wise than my dad. She
is quick to become a pillar of strength for me whenever I do
need her. I revealed myself as a hearing impaired person in my
last article only because of her. It was she who saved me from
getting gaslighted yet again.
Why would my mother’s own sisters and brothers even
try to do this? This is something I have gone over time and
again. From what my mother told me, one of my aunts, Faiza,
had a long-standing jealousy since childhood when it came to
my mother. As is the case with most sibling rivalries, Faiza was
always jealous of my mom because my mom was better than
her at everything ranging from studies to career/cooking/looks.
A homemaker, she had sociopathic tendencies, and lacked
conscience. She was unbelievably selfish and arrogant to the
point that she wanted everyone to worship the ground she
walked on. Like this, there were many other issues. For instance,
she was also jealous that my mom got my dad as a husband
and she did not, and that my siblings and I were better at our
studies and sports than her kids.
Sibling rivalry was not limited to just those two. Some
of my other aunts and uncles had various other issues with
either my dad or my mom. Sibling rivalry reached a whole new
level only when I became a pawn in their quest for vengeance.
I can give you a simple analogy. Imagine you have
broken an incredibly precious vase and it’s irreparable. Everyone hates you. You are ashamed and don’t tell your kids about
it. The kids, however, find out and feel incredibly guilty for what
you have done. They proceed to tell their kids what a bad family they are and that they are so sorry. Those kids feel guilty too
and have more children. And the whole cycle starts again.
But out of these kids, a new generation rises. My
generation. We wonder whether we really have to feel sorry
for or compensate for something our mother/grandmother/
great-grandmother/great aunt has done.
It is as simple as that. The elders may have their own
issues. But what is my fault in that? Why should I feel guilty for
that? Why should I compensate for that by marrying someone
whose whole profile is nothing but a blatant lie in person and
on paper?
Yes, we keep all those familial issues in mind. This is so
that we can act smarter in the future, learning from our elders’
mistakes. But do we have to feel guilty or compensate for what
they did? I guess, my generation looks at ancestral mistakes objectively, and refuses to feel guilty. Which is what I did. Which is
good. Feeling guilty or compensating for something we didn’t
do is not healthy.
All those people, the way they played with me. Like
I am some game piece. Like I am a pawn in the chess of life. I
could make them pay and show them that I am no pawn and
that they can’t play me. But someone helped me realize that
revenge is not always sweet. An eye for an eye doesn’t always

work. If I keep making moves, when will I get a chance to
spread my wings and leave the chess board? If I keep playing
with them, it would be like stooping to their level. And I am
bigger than that. I am better than that. That someone who
made me understand this, was none other than the illustrious
huntsman in my story.
Like in all coming – of – age stories; I, the protagonist,
am a girl constructed by lies…held together by secrets. A life
founded in fiction. It is as if I am predestined for tragedy as
fantasy and reality intertwine, forever blurring the lines of a life
cut short. All of it adding to the allure of a girl…suddenly gone.
And by some mystic force, the girl re-emerges once again
changed and finally victorious in the game of life. The metamorphosis is complete, bringing an end to the Bildungsroman.
In my story, the agent of change, who helped me
make the positive transition to a stronger, tougher woman
goes by the name of Ibad Jaffer. He isn’t the prince. He is the
huntsman.
The sole job of the huntsman seems to be clearing a
path for the princess, so that she can have a second chance at
reclaiming what’s rightfully hers. When he is ordered to kill her,
he merely takes her to the forest and says, “Run, Snow White,
run as fast as you can and as far away as possible. Just run.” His
job isn’t to kiss the princess. Nor does he end up marrying her.
He is just her safety net. In other versions of Snow White, the
huntsman plays a greater role. He changes sides and goes with
her. He protects her for the entire journey, until she meets her
prince.
Ibad was something like that. He is that one-of-a-kind
person in my life. A protector. He is my Rare Specimen. The
word “boyfriend” doesn’t do him justice.

Ibad was something like that.
He is that one-of-a-kind person
in my life. A protector.
To understand the connection I share with my huntsman, you really need to watch the Bollywood movie Highway.
Our relationship transcends beyond dating. It is not really
dating. It is something deeper than that. A bond so deep, yet
very fragile. It’s two scarred people who luck into meeting each
other.
In India, ours is a family that’s impossibly upper-class
and lays great emphasis on decency. It’s like the Hyderabadi
version of Buckingham Palace. People refer to each other as
“aap,” a term designated to address each other respectfully. It’s a
joint family system. People gently change the subject whenever anyone tries to talk about issues that are deemed not proper.
Naturally, my generation was given a stern warning
to steer clear of the movie Highway. The reason was that it was
a “big people” movie. My ex-husband, and even that country bumpkin my relatives tried to set me up with, refrained
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from watching it, stating that it’s not a nice movie and that I
shouldn’t watch it either. Habituated to pornography, they
would watch taboo movies later in the middle of the night.
Blatant double standards!
Highway is in no way a “big people” movie. It isn’t
R-rated. There is no explicit sexual content in the movie. No nudity either. It is labeled as India’s first movie on the Stockholm
syndrome. But the movie is really not about the Stockholm
syndrome.

it is labeled as India’s first movie
on the Stockholm syndrome. But
the movie is really not about the
Stockholm syndrome...you have
to read between the lines
While watching the movie, you have to read between
the lines of what is being said. It is really not for uptight families
or sociopathic exes. They can never understand the beautiful
story of two scarred individuals attempting to taste freedom as
they journey through life.
In the movie, Alia Bhatt plays Veera, a clichéd rich
Indian girl. She is Snow White in the movie. The hero, Randeep
Hooda, as Mahabir, is her huntsman. Theirs is not a chance
meeting. She stumbles across Mahabir and is kidnapped for
ransom, being that she is a rich heiress. Ultimately, her kidnapping serves as a good escape from her traumatic past. Much
like Snow White in exile.
A precursory glance makes Highway look like a love
story. But if you delve deeper into it, you can see that Highway
is a Bildungsroman. It could be Veera’s story as she is transformed through an agent of change, which is Mahabir. It also
resembles the movie Gravity, as the story of a woman whose
past trauma is exorcised by ongoing traumatic experience in
the present. Highway could also be Mahabir’s Bildungsroman
with Veera as the agent of change.
As is consistent with a Bildungsroman, both the protagonists
have skeletons in their closet. As the story progresses, we see
both of them struggling with the repercussions of past trauma.
Veera is sexually abused by her uncle on a daily basis
and has to deal with the demons of pedophilia. The sexual
abuse is accompanied by…wait for it….gaslighting! During
the act of molestation, her abuser would manipulate her into
keeping the sexual attack a secret. “Ssshh! Thodi der mein ho
jaayega. Kisi ko kuch mat kehna. Meri pyari gudiya” (Ssshh! It
will be over in a little while, do not tell anyone, my lovely doll).
When she tries to tell her mom, her mom keeping in with the
“decent” familial traditions, gently changes the subject (Really?!!).
Imtiaz Ali is the writer/director of this movie. Veera is

the typical Ali heroine. She attempts to break free from familial
and societal norms. Heer, the heroine of Ali’s previous movie
Rockstar, is the same.
Veera suffers from claustrophobia due to years of sexual abuse. So she craves open spaces and freedom. She is stifled
by all that decency crap around her. She is actually relieved
to hear Mahabir’s uncivilized language full of cuss words and
profanity coupled with harsh, authoritative tone. This to her is
normal. She is able to finally narrate her entire tragic past for
the first time without being shushed, without the topic being
changed by her mother. Mahabir while being a bit harsh, does
lend a patient ear to her woes.
In Ali’s previous movie Rockstar, the female protagonist Heer too attempts to escape all the familial/societal
customs, preferring to watch soft-porn movies in dingy, rural
cinema halls. She even makes a bucket list full of crazy stuff
like visiting brothels in the red-light districts and getting a lap
dance as a way to break free of societal rules. Ranbir Kapoor
is the hero in the movie. Like Mahabir of Highway, he too is a
lower-class man, though not a criminal.
Like perfect agents of change in a Bildungsroman;
both Mahabir and Ranbir are instrumental in bringing about
positive changes in Veera and Heer respectively. Veera is cured
of her claustrophobia by the lower class-man that is Mahabir.
Heer, who suffers from a mysterious ailment, is cured of it just
by the mere presence of her lower-classman that is Ranbir by
her side.
Mahabir is a classic Ali hero. All of Imtiaz Ali’s heroes
are a confused lot who do things because it’s how it should be.
Because they have no other options. Mahabir, raised all his life

in poverty and destitution, holds the rich responsible for his
condition. He holds great anger against the rich, never having
gotten a fair deal in life. He has to resort to criminal ways to
make ends meet. This is what he decides is his life. He doesn’t
think he has any other options. When a fellow gangster tells
him that he’ll die a dog’s death, he simply replies that he is a
dog in any case so that’s how he’ll die anyway.
The character of Mahabir is consistent with all previous
Ali heroes. In one of Ali’s movies named Socha Na tha, the confused hero Abhay Deol is asked why he does what he does. Like
a classic Ali hero, he says that’s because he cannot do anything
else, he doesn’t have any other choice. Similarly, Ranbir Kapoor
of Rockstar simply says, “Main nahin jaa paaoonga” (I cannot
leave), when Heer’s mother asks him to leave.
On Mahabir, you can see the scars of past trauma
etched on his savage face and brash demeanor. It’s the trauma
of guilt carried by principled criminals compelled to commit
brutalities. When you think about it, Mahabir is not really
the hero in the movie. For all intents and purposes, he is the
anti-hero. He is the principled bad guy, who looks away when
noticing the heroine’s bra strap, and protects her when a fellow
gang member tries to feel her up.
In Highway, which is really Ali’s romanticized universe,
we begin to empathize with murderers, stalkers, misfits and
anyone bereft of “common sense.” At least I did. And that is a
testament to the writer-director’s skills.
There are times in the movie when you really begin
to feel sorry for Mahabir and wish to reach across the theater
screen to hug and console him. Mahabir tells Veera that along
with the person being fired upon, the person pulling the

trigger also dies instantly. He tries to convey that he is already
a dead man. Having killed many people, he died the minute
he killed his first victim. At this point, a question arises, could
an anti-hero get any more romantic? Yes, he can, when his
traumatic past is revealed to us. When Veera asks him why he is
the way he is, he doesn’t reply. Because that’s how it should be.
That’s how he would be.
The reason for his behavior is not revealed to Veera,
only to us. Yet, Veera is the positive agent of change that
transforms Mahabir. At first, Mahabir isn’t interested in Veera at
all. Like a true criminal, he threatens to fling her into a brothel
if her father doesn’t show up with the ransom money. But, one
night, Veera reveals her horrible past to him. He stops doing
whatever he is doing at that moment, and looks at her. The
next morning, Veera embraces him – very tentatively – and he
puts his arm around her, very very tentatively. There is a silent,
unspoken, understanding between them at that point. He realizes that not all rich people are alike. His rich kidnapping victim
is actually like him. He too has a horrible past. And so, the anger
against the rich that he’s held on to for so long ebbs away slowly. In a way, Veera helps him understand that his assumptions
are wrong. She strips away his protective layers and leads him
towards peace, perhaps even salvation.
Like a perfect Bildungsroman, both the protagonists
transform each other by adopting the role of agents of change.
In my real life, my huntsman that goes by the name of Ibad
Jaffer, acted as a positive force too.
At certain points, Highway looks like a love story. In
some scenes, it certainly looks like one. Silent touches, hugs,
holding of hands, caressing of fingers, is exchanged between
Veera and Mahabir. When Mahabir wraps Veera with a blanket,
they look like lovers. When her knee grazes against his inside
the truck, they again look like lovers. Finally; when Mahabir
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has a change of heart and decides to leave Veera at the police
station thereby delivering her to safety, Veera runs away from
there and finds him. She yells at him stating that he cannot be
making all the decisions for them. By stating that they are a
“them,” Veera cements their relationship as a couple.
But this isn’t a love story instigated by the Stockholm
syndrome. Veera tells Mahabir that she doesn’t want to marry
him or bear his children. She just wants to experience freedom,
with him as her companion. She just wants him by her side in
this journey. In my case, it’s the same with Ibad. I do not want
to marry him or have kids with him. I want him to just be there.
That’s all.
He (Ibad) is more like a voice of reason. A positive influence. It is because of him that my anger against my ex and my
so-called relatives has abated, if only a little. You could say, he is
kind of like a father I never had, a father that knows how to take
strides and counsel his daughter out of her issues.
Coincidentally, the love between Veera and Mahabir
is that of a mother for her son and of a father for his daughter.
Much like the love that Ibad and I have for each other. Highway is really not a kissing under the mistletoes / people rolling
around naked in bed kind of love story.
What happens when you face significant trauma in
your life and have no one to talk to? No one to understand
what you have been through? You revert to a state of childlike
dependency. Absentee dads make for girls with daddy issues
that crave for attention/nurturing. Which is what Veera does.
With Mahabir, she reverts to a state of childlike dependency.
She wants attention. She wants to be cared for, to be nurtured.
As for Mahabir; having been thrust into a life of crime, he confesses to Veera that he finds solace only in the lap of his mother
who still sings lullabies to him whenever he gets to meet her.

The killings, the gun shots, the blood of all his victims on his
hands; all of this is just too much for him to bear.
So, Veera baby-talks to Mahabir, strokes his head,
and sings him a lullaby exactly as his mother would. “Sooha
saha, sooha saha,” she hums as Mahabir sleeps on her lap. She
becomes the mother Mahabir has left behind, and he becomes
the father she never had. When a gang member tries to grope
her, the disciplinarian aspect of a father is brought out in
Mahabir. He beats up the fellow gangster and simultaneously
scolds Veera asking her to dress properly. At this point, Mahabir
assumes the role of a surrogate dad. He buys her new clothes
later on which she parades and shows off before him. She acts
like a child in a pageant, with every state presenting the opportunity for a different look. Even on their journey to different
places across India; he is more concerned about Veera’s safety
rather than thinking about having sex with her, just like a dad.
The scene where he watches her with worry as she climbs a
tree / falls down from a small hill accurately portrays him more
as a father figure than a lover.
As we near the climax, we see Veera and Mahabir take
turns being the parent. Veera likes open spaces, courtesy of
her claustrophobia. When they reach a mountainous region,
Veera tells Mahabir that she always wished for a small house
in the hills in which she would reside with her husband and
cook food for him. She tells him she never told this to anyone.
Though she is rich, she actually prefers simplicity. A small
cottage in the mountains is much better in her eyes than the
ghostly mansion she resides in with her parents.

meets the eye. This is not the film for you if you squirm over the
topic of pedophilia or Stockholm syndrome illustrated in the
movie. This is not the movie for you if you are aghast to find
a girl who has never seen the non-air-conditioned India find
so much joy in sweeping a hut, cooking lentil curry, and even
sharing it with an uncivilized criminal she comes to call her
“companion.”
There isn’t much plot in the way of this unique love
story. There is no procedural angle. In fact, the movie begins in
medias res– that is, in the middle of things. We are not meant
to wonder how Veera finds her way back to Mahabir both
times; first, when she tries to escape from all the gangsters
before she familiarized herself with them, and second, when
Mahabir himself tries to leave her in safety. We are not meant
to concern ourselves with what-next contrivances as we watch
the movie. Not even about the cops who are in hot pursuit of
the protagonists. Highway is more about the journey of two
scarred people and how they help each other grow, even without realizing it. And only people who have an eye for analyzing
a plot fraught with subtleties can understand this movie.
When you find that one person who understands what
you have been through and is just there, no amount of money,
diamonds, flowers or fancy dinners matter. And that is why
Veera and Mahabir came together. Call it fate or Kismet, but it
isn’t every day when you stumble into someone who understands or accepts the horrors of your past, and that only person
turns out to be a hardcore criminal. Which is what happened
with Veera.

Writer-director Ali accedes to Veera’s wish. By sheer
luck, or coincidence, Mahabir and Veera find a cottage in
the mountains. At this point, the parent-child aspect of their
relationship is brought out. She sternly orders Mahabir to stay
outside while she tidies up the place with a small broom and
later proceeds to make lunch; just like a mother would. For
Mahabir, a woman keeping house, the sheer domesticity of it
all, is too much to bear. He steps out when ordered by Veera
to do so. However, when he is asked to come in, he opens the
door cautiously, very cautiously. He steps in, steps out, steps
in, and then steps out again. He is torn between wanting to
enter this world with Veera and knowing that it is not real, it is
temporary. His time with Veera comes with an expiry date what
with the cops hot on their trail. He finally crumbles and breaks
down. “Amma (Mother),” he cries out. Veera rushes forward and
holds him. Ssshhh…sab theek ho jayegaa (Hush, everything
will be alright), she says. Here, she is like a mother consoling
her distraught child. Later, the role of the parent reverts back to
Mahabir. She falls asleep in his arms and he carries her to bed.
The act doesn’t carry a sexual charge. When Mahabir puts her
down, Veera opens her eyes and gestures him to lie down with
her like a child would when it doesn’t want the parent to leave.
She lies on top of him. This too doesn’t carry a sexual charge.
They do not have sex, they just fall asleep. Veera sleeping on
top of Mahabir is like a little girl sleeping on her daddy’s tummy.

Her Stockholm syndrome is not brought about by the
act of kidnapping on Mahabir’s part. It only manifests itself
when she feels she is going to go back home. Back to where
her pedophile of an abuser resides. And oh, I forgot to mention
this. When the movie begins, Veera is actually engaged and
getting ready to marry some NRI guy. The act of kidnapping occurs when she is out on a date with him. They stop to fill up gas.
When he sees her in danger as she first falls in Mahabir’s path,
he doesn’t lift a finger. He is happy to remain in his car-cocoon.
This is why Veera doesn’t try to escape later on. She doesn’t
have anyone who understands her or is concerned about her
back home. Not even her own fiancé.

All in all, Highway is an epic movie with a deep, meaningful story. Writer-director Ali is not interested in logic, or its
sibling, “realism.” There is more to the underlying plot than

One thing in the movie really struck me: while on
their journey, Veera tells Mahabir she doesn’t want to go back
to where he brought her from and she doesn’t want to reach

When Mahabir and Veera reach a tollway, cops stop
them at the checkpoint. Veera hides under one of the bunkers
in the truck. Even when Mahabir literally hands her to the
police by dropping her off at some police station, she runs
from the cops as if she were the criminal. When Mahabir asks
her why she never makes a run for it whenever an opportunity
for freedom presents itself, Veera doesn’t reply. Instead she
wonders out loud, “What’s wrong with me? What’s going on?”
It is at this point when we first see the Stockholm syndrome in
flesh. Not because she was kidnapped, but because she feared
she would be going back to the real criminal that resides in her
own home, her pedophile uncle.

wherever he’s taking her to – she just wants to be on the road.
This is much like Ali’s plot in the movie. There is no use for beginnings or ends here.
And this sums up my relationship with my huntsman,
my rare specimen, my one-of-a-kind person, Ibad Jaffer. Two
scarred people coming together, each having their own past,
and being on a journey with no use for beginnings or ends is
pretty exhilarating. I won’t go into much details regarding Ibad
or what his past is or what type of trauma he faced. However;
I’ll say this, my time with Ibad can be temporary. For now, we
are just there for each other. Just there.
Should people with true horrors in their past succumb
to its demons? Spend years in therapy and not get anywhere?
Can we not rise above it and come out stronger and valiant?
Should we spend the rest of our lives feeling guilty for our pasts
and trying to figure out why it happened? I don’t think so.

should people with true horrors
in their past succumb to its
demons? Can we not rise above
it and come out stronger
and valiant?
Even after all that happened, my eidetic memory
remains unaltered. My rote memorization skills are intact. I
still get all A’s in all my classes. I have made great strides when
it comes to getting my degree. And, I am in the prime of life
when it comes to physical and sexual health. Yes, Ibad was a
big help when it came to getting it together. My parents and
siblings gave me unconditional support as well. My son is
always the icing on the cake. But really, most of it was my inner
strength. You might be surprised, but human beings are very
capable of adapting. Sure, the past can haunt you. But you
have the power to not make it a constant thing and ruin your
present. You have the power to not be another statistic.
Yes, I do feel bad that I was the victim of gaslighting,
and that the manipulator happened to be the father of my
son. I wish I could reverse it all. I wish it didn’t happen. I wish
that second pregnancy didn’t turn out to be a fake. But it did.
No matter how hard you try, you can’t change the past. And
you can’t not have a past. What you can do is to do something
to make for a bright future. That said, I am positive that I can
someday end up with a guy that could make the most wonderful husband. And it’s not too late. I can still have a beautiful
baby girl, whom I will name Renesmee. If it’s not too late for me,
then it’s not too late for people who have been in my situation.
It really is never too late.
And as we near the 2016 presidential elections, my
hope is that our leaders wake up to the important yet under-represented issue of gaslighting. With abortion being a
highly contested issue, I wish that the United States recognize
coerced abortions in the guise of gaslighting. When it comes
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to abortion, there is no black and white answer here. The
pandemic of teen pregnancy and the high risk of resultant
homelessness and infant neglect calls for abortion and defense
of Planned Parenthood. However; I think there should be an additional clause in the abortion bill, something that defends the
rights of Muslim women forced to abort their babies through
manipulative tactics. The issue of fake/doctored pregnancy
reports issued by quacks and used by abusers to gaslight their
victims also needs to be highlighted. Female infanticide is a
prevailing evil in third world countries. When we have taken
steps to check pedophilia, why not look into all these other
issues as well? Perhaps, then, all the “Renesmees” of this world
would take birth.
On an ending note, like all coming-of-age stories, I
learnt many important lessons and came out stronger and
happier. While my agent of change is still with me, the metamorphosis that came with my Bildungsroman is complete.
Snow White at the moment is happy with the huntsman. Walt
Disney said, “I think it’s important to have a good hard failure
when you’re young. I learned a lot out of that. Because it makes
you kind of aware of what can happen to you. Because of it,
I’ve never had any fear in my whole life when we’ve been near
collapse and all of that. I’ve never been afraid. I’ve never had
the feeling I couldn’t walk out and get a job doing something.”
And he is right. A very happy new year to all our readers. And
please, please watch the Bollywood movie Highway because
it’s awesome.

BROADside

Kimani Rose
I am endlessly exposing my wounds.
At the same time,
I heal them,
With the words I speak
And the validations
Of my heart.
It’s hard to be so exposed,
And never knowing
If the next person who comes along,
Will be the medicine,
Or the lemon with salt.

Message Me

From where does your knowledge
on mental health come from?

That one season of American
Horror Story got me interested.
All of the gun violence and shootings
tells a lot about how mental health is
discussed in this country.
I do my research so I can
understand myself and others
better.
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Tell-A-Vision

buzzfeed mental
health week 2015:

what people who go to therapy want you to know

In December of 2015, the BuzzFeed YouTube channels hosted a week of videos shedding light on the truth about
mental illness and caring for your mental health, in hopes of raising awareness and helping to end the stigma against
talking about mental health and seeking help. The full playlist can be viewed at this link: https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PLSmO4PyLS9RtrlMh5uCYrBojMMuscjQS0. Videos featured a diverse range of people discussing their experiences
with anxiety, depression, OCD, eating disorders, and other conditions, and covered topics such as going to therapy, taking
medication, different forms of self-care, and simply describing daily life as lived by someone dealing with mental illness. This
video specifically discusses and attempts to dismantle the stigma surrounding the idea of talking to a therapist and getting help.
Participants describe their experiences with the safe and supportive environment of a good therapist’s sessions, and the reasons
why you should never be ashamed or afraid to ask for help. As in the above screenshot, the video describes going to therapy as
an act of self-love, a step to take in order to live a healthier life, because you’re worth it.

WHY IS THERE SUCH A STIGMA SURROUNDING PEOPLE WHO SEE THERAPISTS FOR
MENTAL HEALTH REASONS? HOW CAN WE CHALLENGE THIS WAY OF THINKING
AND COMMUNICATE TO THOSE WHO ARE STRUGGLING THAT IT IS ALWAYS OKAY
AND AN ACT OF STRENGTH AND SELF-LOVE TO ASK FOR HELP?
BEFORE WATCHING THIS VIDEO, WHAT DID YOU PICTURE WHEN YOU
THOUGHT ABOUT A MENTAL HEALTH-RELATED THERAPY SESSION? HOW
DID THE VIDEO CHANGE YOUR PERCEPTIONS OF THERAPY AND THE PEOPLE
WHO SEEK IT AND USE IT AS A TOOL TO HELP MANAGE THEIR MENTAL HEALTH?

Article
Mental Health

ANXIETY AND ACTIVISM:

BALANCING
MENTAL HEALTH
& SOCIAL JUSTICE
Ceili Erickson
“CALL TO ACTION”, the email screamed in my inbox,
demanding my attention and devotion to a cause. “PROTEST
TODAY”. The issue was an important one, the demonstration
meant to stand up against an oppression that was, and is,
violent and life-threatening to many people across the country
who fit into a demographic I am not part of. I wanted to think
of myself as an ally, and the injustice of the situation made me
absolutely sick to my stomach- but from the moment I read the
message, my hands had begun to tremble.
I had never been to a protest before, and suddenly my
brain was full of irrational worries and the horrors I had seen on
the news, the same horrors that were the reason activists were
still protesting. And there would be so many people, people I
didn’t know, people who would be rightfully and understandably angry. What if people were mad at me for being there,
being in the way? What if they thought I didn’t really care, that
I was doing it for attention, or that I was part of the problem?
What if things turned ugly?
My thoughts began to race and I started to sweat,
wringing my hands as I weighed my options- protest? Stay behind? Would I be a bad person if I let myself skip this one? But
how could I consider anything more important than human life
and equality?
My heart was beating faster, a hot circle of pain throbbing in my chest. My breath was coming shorter and the fear
pumped through my veins, faster even than blood. I couldn’t
think, I couldn’t calm down. I didn’t want to move, couldn’t
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bring myself to decide. I felt paralyzed, sick with guilt and fear.
I experience a lot of social anxiety. Social situations, even the
most basic, can send me into a tailspin of worry. Large crowds,
lots of noise, lack of control over the situation- I can’t always
trust my brain not to become utterly distraught at these
common triggers. I wanted to stand in solidarity that day, but
the atmosphere of a protest seemed tailor-made to endanger
me, to send me into an anxious episode. Even thinking about
going was making me incredibly anxious- but was it okay to
skip something so important? What would people think of me?
Would I be able to live with myself?

I felt paralyzed, sick with guild
and fear. I experience a lot of
social anxiety. Social situations,
even the most basic, can
send me into a tailspin of worry.
I wish I could say I’d been able to go to the protest
that day. Instead, I went home and I cried until the anxiety had
mostly passed. But I wondered, how could a person like me
make the world a better place? How can I affect social change
when I’m scared to ask a cashier for change for a dollar? Am I
a bad person if I choose not to live the life of an activist, not to
use the voice I have been given?

Tear tracks drying on my face, I turned to Google. Most
of what I found was from activists whose advice to the anxious
was simply- do it anyway. Go to protests anyway, even if they
upset you. Do it anyway, just suck it up.
I know some of these people probably do experience
anxiety, or did at one point, and found themselves able to cope
with it enough to keep engaging in vocal activism. But that
advice didn’t seem to be what I wanted, needed to hear. There
is nothing worse or less helpful than to tell an anxious person
to just stop feeling anxious. There is nothing more fruitless than
to tell a person struggling with mental illness to just snap out
of it already. Better advice might be, don’t expect yourself to
be able to do this right away. Allow yourself to take baby steps.
Bring a friend with you, so you don’t have to go it alone. It’s
okay if you fail at first. It’s okay to be afraid. It’s okay.

there is nothing worse of less
helpful than to tell an anxious
person to just stop feeling
anxious
The truth is that activism is difficult, grueling work
for every person who engages with it. However, mental illness
can make certain things even harder and more dangerous. For
me, the anxiety brought on by the social aspects of activism,
such as attending protests and even going door to door to get
signatures, is almost too intense to be worth it yet, although it
is something I’m working on. For those suffering with certain
kinds of PTSD, for example, loud noises could be a trigger,
and certain social justice topics of discussion might bring up
memories of past trauma. Someone who is depressed and in a
bad place might have no energy or motivation or hope left in
order to stand up for any cause, especially without treatment.
For those with more severe mental health conditions, simply
functioning in the world can be a challenge some days, and
changing the world is difficult for a brain that can’t tell what’s
real, as with schizophrenia. The lives of people dealing with
such severe mental illnesses still have worth, even if they
cannot be activists, though of course, there are those who still
can. There is also physical illness and disability, which can make
it difficult to march in the streets and be mobile. These are all
conditions which can be coped with, and people struggling
with them can still be active in the world, and even be activists
if they wish- but it’s also okay, sometimes, to say “not today”.
Your life has value, regardless of whether you use it to make big
changes, or simply brighten one single person’s day. My anxiety
was making me forget this truth, that I had value no matter
what. We all do.
Yes, social justice is extremely, extremely important.
We live in a broken world, and passivity will not help to fix it.
But what I have learned is that it’s always okay to prioritize your
own physical and mental health and safety first. I’m coping
with my anxiety, and working to live the life I want to live, but I
am not a bad person for deciding that it might not be healthy
for every aspect of activism to be part of that life right now.

It’s okay to focus on recovery first, it’s okay to take breaks and
forget the awfulness in the world sometimes. We don’t need
to be coddled, but we also don’t have to do anything we’re not
ready for. Having a bad day does not make you a bad person, or
a failure, or unable to try again.
I know that social justice events like peaceful protests are not something to be feared, but celebrated. Maybe
someday I will feel strong enough, healed enough, to attend a
peaceful protest without feeling anxious. Until then, though, I
am raising my voice in other ways. I am supporting the effort,
telling the truth to anyone who asks me. I am writing for this
wonderful, important magazine, and editing articles so that my
peers and fellow writers can also raise their voices in print. I am
aiming towards talking and communing with people from all
walks of life, reading everything I can, and making an effort to
stay informed about social issues and compassionate towards
all people. I am finding ways to be active in the world while
coping with my anxiety in a healthy way.
I can’t help anyone else when I’m in physical pain and
out of control of my own thoughts. I can’t change the world
when I myself am crumbling. I have to take care of myself first.
Only then will I be able to pay it forward and care for those
around me. I don’t have to be an activist to have worth. I only
have to be active in unlearning my prejudices, calling out injustice when I see it, and working towards being the best human I
can be
.
I failed that day, the day of the protest, when I succumbed to anxiety and fear- but that was one single day, and
I have untold other chances to try again. No matter what my
anxiety tells me, I am not a bad person, just a flawed one. I
should not let the anxiety that I feel keep me from trying new
things and helping people where I can, but if I am never strong
enough to attend protests, that’s okay. It may be that I’ll become comfortable with such events, with practice. I hope very
much that that’s the case, but it may also be that I’m just meant
to help the world in other ways instead. The next time I have
the chance to do so, I hope very much that I will not fail again.

no one is ever obligated to
sacrifice or endanger their own
mental health for any reason. We
can and should take care of
ourselves
At any rate, no one is ever obligated to sacrifice or
endanger their own mental health for any reason. We can and
should take care of ourselves and our health first. I am trying
my best. You are trying your best. We are doing the best we
can to make ourselves better, to make the world better, little by
little- and that is more than enough.

Quote Corner

kay redfield
jamison

I think one thing is that anybody who's had to contend
with mental illness - whether
it's depression, bipolar
illness or severe anxiety,
whatever - actually has a fair
amount of resilience in the
sense that they've had to deal
with suffering already, personal
suffering.
There is no common standard for education
about diagnosis. Distinguishing between
bipolar depression and major depressive
disorder, for example, can be difficult, and
mistakes are common. Misdiagnosis can
be lethal. Medications that work well for
some forms of depression induce
agitation in others.

When I'm talking about depression, I'm
talking about the more severe forms of
depression, and I think that conceptualizing
as a form of grief is probably not the most
effective way of looking at it. I mean, at the
end of the day, people suffer enormously,
and you want to treat it.
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A possible link between
'madness' and genius is one of
the oldest and most persistent
of cultural notions.
MOOD DISORDERS ARE TERRIBLY PAINFUL
ILLNESSES, AND THEY ARE ISOLATING
ILLNESSES. AND THEY MAKE PEOPLE FEEL
TERRIBLE ABOUT THEMSELVES WHEN, IN F
ACT, THEY CAN BE TREATED.
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I ‘m Sad.
I ‘m Sorry.
Danielle Sullivan

I remember my last partner asking me
What’s wrong?
Why are you always so upset?
And I had this mute weight
In my chest.
Behind my eyes.
In all the generic places to feel hurt.
I felt it.
I would say
I’m sad.
I’m sorry.
I don’t know.
I don’t know.
I don’t know why.
Why? they would ask
Why?
Why?
And with a quivering lip
I would list off the reasons.
Starting small.
Because people are always out to kill spiders.
Because my mother can never make everyone happy.
Because I can see the brokenness in my sisters.
Because I miss my Grandmama.
Because I miss you,
Because I miss me.
Because I miss versions of me who aren’t sad in this way.
And because looking at the moon makes me feel so small.
And because the smallness is comforting.
I want to shrink.
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Smaller.
Smaller.
Smaller.
As the sadness gets bigger.
Bigger.
Bigger.
The word sad was never enough.
I would list the reasons one by one.
Never stopping to breathe or let the words sink in.
My mom, my sisters, my grandma, you, me.
The moon, the spider, the smallness, the cyclical nature of time.
The cyclical nature of the world.
The darkness inside of me, you, us.
But the list would surely come to an end
(As all lists do)
And the generic places to feel hurt still hurt.
The sadness, heaviness, tightness remained.
Now I realize that those periods were not sadness but depression.
A flaw in the hard wiring of my brain
(No doubt).
A flaw in my heart that I inherited from my mom, my grandmama.
A mute weight I share with my sisters, the moon, spiders, time.
This silent sadness was a flaw in my gait.
It effected my sisters and I differently
(Because we carried the heaviness around in different ways)
Some of us set it aside to make a cup of tea.
Some of us learned how to pack it into a small box that was easier to hold.
Some of us pushed it to the side, neglecting to let it influence our path.
Some of us distributed it to those around us.

BROADside

Out of anger, bitterness.
(Or out of helplessness, necessity.)
This flaw in the way that I carried the heaviness was entirely my fault.
At times, I would compartmentalize the weight.
Allowing myself to only feel hurt on certain days.
I would schedule the pain into my calendar,
The way a mother waits for the pain of bearing a child.
The hurt did not always arrive on its due date, though.
It was triggered at times by a line in a book or the death of a spider.
The silent, compartmentalized weight was managed behind closed doors.
It was felt at 3am on the bathroom floor.
It was felt in the movie theater when my sisters were focused on the film.
It was felt in the dark.
It numbed my reality.
It left me disenchanted with the human experience.
I could no longer afford to keep the weight in the darkness.
I had no choice, the silence grew and became so heavy that people began to
notice.
What’s wrong?
Why are you always so upset?
I’m sad.
I’m sorry.
I don’t know.
I don’t know.
I don’t know why.
The moon and the spider and the cyclical nature of time.
And you and me and us and silence.
I have come to know the difference between sadness and depression.
I grew to see the world through darkened eyes.
Every night, in depression it felt as if the clock would pour an unbearable
weight into my chest,
And behind my eyes.
And I hurt in all the generic places to feel hurt.
In depression I was heavy,
Everything around me was simultaneously heavy and hollow.
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(Not) Buying It

"What's playing on your mind?"

mental health
foundation

Overview: The Mental Health Foundation
based in the UK released this advertisement
depicting a woman whose mind is preoccupied with pressures to get married and become a mother. So great is her stress that it
overtakes her head and becomes a gigantic
entity of its own, illustrating the suffocating
tyranny of anxiety upon a person.

HOW DOES THIS
DEPICTION OF CLINICAL
ANXIETY COMPARE TO
DEPICTIONS OF PEOPLE
WITH CONGESTED SINUSES
OR HEAD COLDS, WHO
FEEL AS IF THEIR HEADS
ARE WEIGHED DOWN AND
INFLATED BEYOND THEIR
CONTROL? DO PEOPLE
TAKE THE ADVERTISEMENTS
OF THOSE WITH HEAD
COLDS MORE SERIOUSLY
THAN THOSE WITH
CRUSHING ANXIETY?
WHAT OBJECT OR WORRY
OVERTAKES YOUR HEAD?

WLA Reanimated

Deborah's Place

by Caroline Lynd Giannakopoulos
Helping the homeless isn’t just about providing a
roof and a bed. The Chicago organization Deborah’s
Place has understood this since they began providing services to women who were currently or had
previously experienced homelessness. Deborah’s
Place recognized homelessness as a trauma and the
formation of relationships as the road to healing.
Beginning as an overnight shelter in 1985, the
organization grew to include Irene’s Daytime Program, Marah’s Place transitional housing, and other
programs that provided women with basic needs,
education, job training, and the support needed to
help them gain self-sufficiency and confidence.
The women coming to Deborah’s Place had not
only suffered from not having housing, but had
also often struggled with domestic violence, sexual
assault, addiction, and mental illness. Along with a
health services coordinator and case managers who
helped each woman on her own individual journey,
Irene’s Daytime Program employed a full-time art
therapist. Just as showers, laundry facilities, and
food provided for the physical health of participants,
art therapy and classes became an essential part
of caring for the mental health of these homeless
women. Deborah’s Place believed these opportunities for socialization, creativity, and self-expression
were just as essential to the participants’ well-being.

((ABOVE – Clay sculpting) Deborah’s Place programs
allowed participants to work with a variety of media.

Along with the health of participants, Deborah’s
Place cared for the mental and emotional health
of program staff. Employees were provided with
opportunities to process the challenges of working
with participants on a daily basis. A 1996 annual
report from the Clinical Director also acknowledged
that several staff members were former participants
in the program who would benefit from further
support in dealing with the transition in roles.
The records of Deborah’s Place reveal the building
of a community based on relationships in which
burdens were shared and the physical, emotional,
and mental needs of all were met.
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The participants at Marah’s, a transitional
housing program, created this quilt
together and submitted it in a Deborah’s
Place art show.

Bookmark Here

the yellow
				wallpaper

by charlotte
perkins gilman

GENRE:SHORT STORY
YEAR PUBLISHED: 1892

First Sentence: “There are two things
you know. One: You were there.It is very
seldom that mere ordinaty people like
John and myself secure ancestral
halls for the summer.”

BROAD Thumbs Up: Not only does “The Yellow
Wallpaper” depict a clear-cut scenario of paranoia
and loneliness stemming from depression and
anxiety, but it also incorporates themes of female
independence from the patriarchy. Many readers,
male or female, have been in the protagonist’s shoes
– living in isolation, incapable of feeling joy or mental
relaxation – but readers can also identify with her
based on the indirect insolence thrust on her by
her husband whose solution to her depression is
shutting her up in the attic and treating her like a
child. The ending, then, takes on a dual significance
– not only is the woman ripping apart the shreds of
madness weaving an insufferable web in her mind,
but she’s also destroying every last shackle given
to her by her husband, so that she, like the woman
behind the wallpaper, can finally be set free.
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Overview: Shortly after giving birth to their first child, a
woman and her husband spend a summer in a colonial
mansion to recuperate after the birth. To gain back her
strength, the husband, John, places his wife in the mansion’s
old abandoned nursery upstairs, where she is told to
remain for most hours of the day while he works. Instead
of relaxation and recovery, however, the woman becomes
haunted by the ambience of the nursery – its scratched
floors, moldy smell, and yellow wallpaper slowly evolve
into a horrifying entity of their own. As the woman spends
countless hours in isolation, away from her husband
and newborn child, she becomes captivated by the
downtrodden room, memorizing the mismatched patterns,
rubbing the yellow emanating from the wallpaper onto
her clothes and skin, and eventually conjuring an image
of another woman trapped behind the wallpaper skulking
around the room. The woman resolves herself to freeing this
trapped woman behind the wallpaper, and after locking
the door to the nursery, she flies into a manic frenzy ripping
and tearing the wallpaper off the wall. The story ends with
the husband retrieving a key, unlocking the room, and
finding his wife creeping along the floor on all fours with
the tattered wallpaper scattered on the scratched floor,
muttering, “I’ve got out at last, in spite of you and Jane.” The
husband faints. The wife continues to creep, stepping over
his body each time she passes.

Quote Corner

“But I MUST say what I feel and think in some way
– it is such a relief! But the effort is getting to be
greater than the relief.”

the
yellow
wallpaper
notable
quotes

“I cry at nothing, and cry
most of the time.”
“Nobody would believe what an effort it is
to do what little I am able – to dress and
entertain, and order things.”

“If a physician of high standing, and one’s own
husband, assures friends and relatives that
there is really nothing the matter with one but
temporary nervous depression – a slight hysterical tendency – what is one to do? … So I
take phosphates or phosphites – whichever it
is, and tonics, and journeys, and air, and exercise, and am absolutely forbidden to ‘work’
“There are things in that
until I am well again. Personally, I disagree
with their ideas…”
paper that nobody knows

but me, or ever will.”

“I’m sure I never used to be so sensitive.
I think it is due to this nervous condition.”
“I am glad my case is not serious! But these nervous troubles are dreadfully depressing.
John does not know how much I really suffer. He knows there is no reason to suffer, and
that satisfies him.”

“The front pattern does move – and no wonder! The woman behind
shakes it! Sometimes I think there are a great many women behind,
and sometimes only one, and she crawls around fast, and her crawling
shakes it all over. Then in the very bright spots she keeps still, and in
the very shady spots she just takes hold of the bars and shakes them
hard. And she is all the time trying to climb through. But nobody could
climb through that pattern – it strangles so…”

BROADside

Just a
Dream
Talyah Puri

I drank until you weren’t real,
And then I drank some more.
I let my reputation,
Of being your glass of whiskey,
Rather than being everyone’s cup of tea,
Drown my liver,
In a sea of warmth,
Trying to forget.
Then you were only a dream in my head,
A fantasy,
I had printed you out of my subconscious
and animated your soul,
But then you had other plans.
So I drank until you became,
What you were before,
Just a dream.
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Who to Follow

WHO TO FOLLOW:
ACTIVE MINDS, INC.
Website: www.activeminds.org
Twitter: @active_minds
Facebook: Active Minds, Inc.
Pinterest: activeminds
YouTube: Active Minds, Inc.

WOMEN ON THE VERGE
Website: www.womenontheverge.net
Twitter: @womenontheverge
Facebook and Pinterest: Women on the Verge

RECOVERY WARRIORS
Website: www.recoverywarriors.com
Twitter: @recovrywarriors
Facebook: Recovery Warriors
Tumblr: www.recovrywarriors.tumblr.com
Instagram: @recovrywarriors
YouTube: Recovery Warriors
Sound Cloud: The Recovery Warrior Show

CHANGE DIRECTION
Website: www.changedirection.org
Twitter: @signsforchange
Facebook: The Campaign to Change Direction
MINDFUL
Website: www.mindful.org
Twitter: @mindfulonline
Facebook: Mindful.org

CONTRIBUTOR GUIDELINES

PRINCIPLES

How to be BROAD

1. Feminist Consciousness:
(a) recognizes all voices and experiences as important, and not in a hierarchicl form.
(b) takes responsibility for the self and does not assume false objectivity.
(c) is not absolutist or detached, but rather, is more inclusive and sensitive to others.
2. Accessibility:
(a) means utilizing accessible language, theory, knowledge, and structure in your writing.
(b) maintains a connection with your diverse audience by not using unfamiliar/obscure words, overly long 		
sentences, or abstraction.
(c) does not assume a specific audience, for example, white 20-year-old college students
2. Jesuit Social Justice Education & Effort:
(a) promotes justice in openhanded and generous ways to ensure freedom of inquiry, the pursuit of truth and
care for others.
(b) is made possible through value-based leadership that ensures a consistent focus on personal integrity, 		
ethical behavior, and the appropriate balance between justice and fairness.
(c) focuses on global awareness by demonstrating an understanding that the world’s people and societies are
interrelated and interdependent.

GUIDELINES & EXPECTATIONS

• You may request to identify yourself by name, alias, or as “anonymous” for publication in the digest. For reasons of
accountability, the staff must know who you are, first and last name plus email address.
• We promote accountability of our contributors, and prefer your real name and your preferred title (i.e., Maruka Hernandez,
CTA Operations Director, 34 years old, mother of 4; or J. Curtis Main, Loyola graduate student in WSGS, white, 27 years old),
but understand, in terms of safety, privacy, and controversy, if you desire limitations. We are happy to publish imagery of
you along with your submission, at our discretion.
• We gladly accept submission of varying length- from a quick comment to several pages. Comments may be reserved
for a special “feedback” section. In order to process and include a submission for a particular issue, please send your
submission at least two days prior to the desired publication date.
• Please include a short statement of context when submitting imagery, audio, and video.
• We appreciate various styles of scholarship; the best work reveals thoughtfulness, insight, and fresh perspectives.
• Such submissions should be clear, concise, and impactful. We aim to be socially conscious and inclusive of various
cultures, identities, opinions, and lifestyles.
• As a product of the support and resources of Loyola University and its Women Studies and Gender Studies department, all
contributors must be respectful of the origin of the magazine; this can be accomplished in part by ensuring that each article
is part of an open discourse rather than an exclusive manifesto.
• All articles must have some clear connection to the mission of the magazine. It may be helpful to provide a sentence or
two describing how your article fits into the magazine as a whole.
• The writing must be the original work of the author and may be personal, theoretical, or a combination of the two. When
quoting or using the ideas of others, it must be properly quoted and annotated. Please fact-check your work and doublecheck any quotes, allusions and references. When referencing members of Loyola and the surrounding community, an
effort should be made to allow each person to review the section of the article that involves them to allow for fairness and
accuracy.
• Gratuitous use of expletives and other inflammatory or degrading words and imagery may be censored if it does not fit
with the overall message of the article or magazine. We do not wish to edit content, but if we feel we must insist on changes
other than fixing typos and grammar, we will do so with the intent that it does not compromise the author’s original
message. If no compromise can be made, the editor reserves the right not to publish an article.
• All articles are assumed to be the opinion of the contributor and not necessarily a reflection of the views of Loyola
University Chicago.
We very much look forward to your submissions and your contribution to our overall mission.
Please send your submissions with a title and short bio to Broad People through broad.luc@gmail.com.

